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About This Game

Join Robb and Otto on an adventure!

Robbotto is a retro-inspired, arcade game. Play either solo or co-op, as you move from level to level, defeating all the enemies.

A gigantic space freighter was slowly gliding through the vastness of cosmos, when suddenly disaster struck! The ship flew
straight through a magnetic storm, causing all the robots and machines onboard to go crazy. Luckily, Robb and Otto, the ships

top maintenance robots were putting out a fire in the ships shield generator room, and didn't get affected by the storm. Now the
two unlikely heroes must travel through the ship and disable all the malfunctioning machines.

Classic Arcade Action
100 Levels

20 Different Enemies
10 Huge Bosses

Single Player or Local Co-op
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Title: Robbotto
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
JMJ Interactive
Publisher:
JMJ Interactive
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2018
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Not worth it. WEhat cha I say about his AWESOME arcade game? It made me remember when I was a child and I used to go to
video games arcade. Playing Galaga or Space Invaders. Lovely music, addictive! What else? Great visual effects and it's quite
difficult at a certain point.
So.., INSERT COIN guys! And PLAY!

Also, you can chek my review (in Spanish) about the game. Enjoy!

https://youtu.be/fP_oWu1Zho8. Don't buy this game, It's such a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game idea and
design. I mean right click opens the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing menu, the story is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
the characters curse way too much like they're \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing edgy teen fanfiction or something like that. In
total, just avoid this game.. A title that I actually bought so my mom could play it. It is the first of the series, and she actually
plays it a lot, so, I guess, it is good.

From my experience, it is actually a good game with some pretty good time into it, but not really clear about its intentions. My
mom does not speak english, so, once she finished the Quest mode, she actually thought the game was over and didn't see the
arcade mode. The game should make it clearer that there is another mode that is different from the quest mode.

The graphic is ok, the pieces from the game are not really well made, but they are ok. The game has some nice art on the
characters and overall the stages backgrounds.

The game is also pretty cheap and gets even cheaper with sales. If you like this type of match 3 game, I think it is nice to get this
one.. Played for 0.6 hrs]
Ok so read this with a grain of salt, disclaimer has been made..
So this game is online only and right off the bat you are picking a clan to battle with and you have little to no info on what your
choice entails. What your choice entails is your starting mech which i feel is a big choice to make. Then to get other mechs you
have to unlock them and you can unlock other clan mechs but it's harder then unlocking mechs in the clan you are already apart
of so your first pick matters a lot. If you get a mech that doesn't match your playstyle your going to have trouble getting the pts
you need to get more and better mechs. It's quite the handicap. I did enjoy my time playing and I never felt like I died because
of lag or other game reasons but I just felt like I picked blindly and got stuck with a choice I didnt really want and had to grind
to get the choice i wanted. In the end the game just needs some user and UX polish (UX is user experience which is not the
same as UI, for you who don't know)
The game is still in early access so i hope the UX polish gets completed before release, but i just cant recomend the game at this
time.

TLDR: has good potential just not worth playing at this time.. clap* Ya did it Spas you finished the game. Good job.. Bought it
before even finishing Act 1

Draven\/Draven would recommend. Free to play? Yeah right...and my mother is a T-Rex. Fastest photogrammetry app on the
market (as long as you have an NVIDIA GPU). Accuracy of generated meshes is sometimes questionable. Needs a better
viewer. This version is limited in several ways, as well, which is disappointing (limit on # of input images, limit on
simplification processing, etc.). I am planning to renew my subscription for now, but we will see if the developers continue to
improve the app. For now, it's worth it simply due to the speed increase over competitor products.. As simple as this game is it
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I was in a coma, I couldn't have kids and my wife was dead. This game was played in my hospital room. As the end credits
began to roll (and didn't finish for three hours) two healthy baby boys, Rod and Nathalie, sprung forth from my tummy. I was
then awakened from my coma, jumped from my bed (children in my arms) and proceeded to fly out of the hospital room with
the swiftness of 1000 birds. I flew to my wife's grave and promptly resurrected her. I then, in turn, saved an orphan run bank
from a fire. I adopted all 44 orphans and named them all after the characters in this wonderful game. Then I took my wife and
children and we mimicked the lifestyle of my favorite character from the game, Tree. All in all I'd give this game 10 stars and
my left foot. If I could I would sell my children into slavery in order to play this game again having never played it before.. fun
erley flight sim get it. Acceptable for a F2P, but $29.99 for this trashcan is ridicolous.. Got my brain a bit of a workout, hade to
cheat one time (i suck at english) so i like to say its ok game. The story did not give me alot of exitement and it was a bit boring
but the puzzles was nice. The ending wtf!? xD i like to give revenge.. Well this program is quite usefull and it can be quite
addicting in persuit of higher scores!. Let's take an incredibly shy and awkward highschooler and try to match her up with a
senpai heartthrob who's kind of a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6ssRaZFuXE0

This game is pretty fun for a variety of reasons. For starters, it shows off a bunch of things that can be done in RPG Maker that
has nothing to do with combat, RPGs, etc. Second, the members of Kokurase (a matchmakers club) are all interesting and
quirky, which adds a lot of humor to the plot overall. Third, you get to jump around between the different members, learning
the overall story from several angles.

I suppose the best part of this is it's free, but there is additional episodic content if you're willing to pay the admission fee.
Honestly, I think I might.. i cant play because my graphic memory doenst work with it but thats ok,it looks cool. they should
make a simulator on the DC METRO. i think peop;e would like that too.XD
. Really good HOG the story keeps you going and some of the things you have to find can sometimes be down right impossible
to see but give it time and try not to use the hints and itll pop up.

Good story, nice art hard to find objects you cant go wrong.
Also square pulled through with some nice tunes they never seem to get repetitive even if there is only a few of them.

9/10

. This game is a lot of fun! It took me awhile to get used to the kind of floaty controls, but once I did I was able to enjoy it a lot
more. I\u2019m super happy with it and can\u2019t wait to try and grind my way through this game. I also made a play through
if anyone is interested.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=QjrZ9cSOu40

Release Pricing!:
Hey all!

Today we're announcing our release pricing for Among Us! Starting 11/16 (when we launch here on Steam), Among Us will be
$5 for PC versions (Steam, itch.io and Kartridge). Mobile versions will remain free-to-play with ads.

Any money we make goes towards keeping the Among Us server alive and Innersloth producing future games.

We'll continue to update Steam with patch notes and updates from now on, but feel free to peruse our previous blogs here:
https://innersloth.itch.io/among-us/devlog
. Server Issues and a new update!:

First, the server issues.. Among Us 2018 Holiday Update!:
Hey all!

Sorry this was posted elsewhere, I forgot to add it here. I'm still getting used to the Steam community stuffs.
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Happy holidays from us at Innersloth! The end of the year is a pretty slow time for updates because of holidays, and we've been
working hard on The Henry Stickmin Collection and a new unannounced game. But we still wanted to be sure and put
something nice into Among Us as well, so along with fixes, we also added a holiday hat bundle.

New stuff!. First 2019 Update!:
Hey everyone!

Sorry for the month delay, but this update is a pretty big one!

Big Changes. Bug fixes for version 2019.3.26:
Hey all!

Another quick release to fix some of the most annoying bugs!

 Added ghost chat all the time

 Added limit to kicks/bans during the game. Lobby is still infinite.

 Fix chat not working if game starts while virtual keyboard is open
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 Fix random arrow pointing to weapons

 Improve profanity filter

 Fix dead host causing voting to tally endlessly

That should be about it this time! Let us know how you like the changes on Twitter or Discord[discord.gg].
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